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Abstract — FinFET architecture has witnessed great success at commercial 22-nm node and beyond due to its natural immunity of short-channel effects (SCEs) since the past
decade. As the critical size scales down further, the parasitic
capacitance becomes a crucial bottleneck to gain the device
performance. In this article, analytical parasitic capacitance
models (including eight components) are established based
on real Si-bulk FinFET pMOS. Compared with the prior
works, first, the electric field distribution with a small gate
voltage perturbation is employed to reveal the capacitance
origin and distribution. Second, except for widely studied
parameters (spacer thickness and overlap), the key parameters [source and drain (S/D) recess depth, spacer height, and
embedded-SiGe (e-SiGe) cavity overfill] are also studied.
The later parameters are seldom considered, but they are
widely selected as key in-line monitor items in manufacturing due to their sensitivity to device current and parasitic capacitance. In addition, the geometric dependence on
parasitic capacitance is performed and verified well by the
3-D Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD)
simulator. The result shows that the analytical capacitance
model can capture geometric behavior well, which finally
is understood by the breakdown of the total parasitic
capacitance.
Index Terms — Electric field distribution, FinFET, geometric dependence, parasitic capacitance model, pMOS.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

OORE’S law has continued to dominate the evaluation
of technology node due to the emerging of the FinFET
architecture [1]–[3], which controls the carriers well by the
multigate and exhibits excellent electrostatic characteristics.
The FinFET architecture has been introduced commercially
by leading foundry at the advanced technology node, such as
22-/14-/10-nm node of Intel, 14-/10-/7-nm node of Samsung,
and 16-/10-/7-nm node of TSMC. Unfortunately, according
to the IRTS prediction [4], the ratio of parasitic capacitance
to intrinsic gate capacitance increases as critical size scales
down. As a result, the parasitic capacitance of device plays an
essential and nonnegligible role in improving ac performance.
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Based on the FinFET architecture, lots of excellent works have
been done to reduce and optimize device parasitic capacitance
[5]–[9]. For instance, Cheng et al. [6] proposed air spacer or
dual spacer to reduce parasitic capacitance. Besides, an optimized RC delay has been achieved by optimizing the overlap
between gate and source and drain (S/D) region at the 7-nm
node [8]. Different from the simulated parasitic capacitance,
the analytical compact model of parasitic capacitance enables
analog circuit simulation with high accuracy and computing
speed. For instance, the Berkeley short-channel IGFET model
(BSIM) is well-known compact model and widely used to
establish the bridge between the foundry and design house
in the industry. Comprehensive and accurate parasitic models,
covering 2-D and 3-D CMOS device structure, have been studied well [4]. Besides, for multigate architecture, more detailed
parasitic models, which are related to the specified device
(such as air spacer, GAA, and FinFET), have been investigated
[10]–[15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the parasitic
capacitance models are established on the silicon on insulator
(SOI) FinFET structure, rather than Si-bulk FinFET. Compared
with the SOI FinFET structure, Si-bulk FinFET structure is
more widely adopted commercially by the foundry due to
its compatibility with process integration. In addition, charge
screen effect should be considered when parasitic capacitance
is modeled, which will be discussed later.
In this article, we have established a parasitic capacitance
model based on Si-bulk pMOS. Two-fin FinFET pMOS is
used for verification because it is used widely as element
component for low track standard cell in circuit to enable
high transistor density [16]. Compared with the prior works
[4], [11]–[15], our three contributions are listed as follows.
First, our proposed modeled structure is based on a real
Si-bulk FinFET structure with merged facet embedded-SiGe
(e-SiGe) cavity, rather than SOI FinFET. Second, instead of
widely studied geometric parameters (spacer thickness and
overlap), five critical parameters (including spacer thickness,
S/D recess depth, e-SiGe overfill, overlap, and spacer height)
are investigated systematically. The five parameters are usually
selected as key parameters to be monitored in the foundry.
Third, the electric field distribution with small gate voltage is
calculated to reveal the capacitance distribution.
In this article, the detailed parasitic analytical models,
including eight capacitance components, are established on
the Si-bulk FinFET pMOS structure. The electric field distribution with small gate voltage is calculated to help us
understand how S/D region couples electric field with gate.
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TABLE I
PARAMETER L IST

Fig. 1. (a) 3-D schematic of pMOS FinFET post the MOL process.
(b) Cross section on fin along the fin direction, the doping profile below
fin top is also shown. Inset: doping profile with Depi = 40 nm. (c) Cross
section on gate along the gate direction. (d) Plane view at 20 nm below fin
top. (e) Plane view at 20 nm above fin top. (f) Cross section on contact
along the gate direction. Note that the critical dimension and parasitic
capacitance notations are also marked.

The critical parameter dependence on parasitic capacitance is
studied. In addition, the parasitic capacitance is simulated by
the Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD),
agrees well with analytical model, and understood well by the
breakdown of the total capacitance. The results show that the
analytical model can capture parasitic capacitance behavior
well with respect to varying geometry. The remainder of
this article is organized as follows. Section II models eight
parasitic components accurately based on the Si-bulk FinFET
structure, and the electric field and capacitance distributions
are discussed in Section III. The critical geometric dependence
on parasitic capacitance and verification is represented in
Section IV. Finally, Section V is a brief conclusion.
II. PARASITIC C APACITANCE M ODELING
The pMOS FinFET structure with two fins is used as a
reference for study due to its diamond-shaped S/D cavity,
which is easy to be modeled. The 3-D geometry and its cross
section diagrams of FinFETs are shown in Fig. 1, and the
critical features are also shown with the notations. To simplify
the model, an ideal vertical fin with 50 nm height and 7 nm
width is used, although real fin is taper and rounded on the fin
top in the foundry due to process nature, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
An ideal rectangular-shaped S/D region along the fin direction,
formed by the S/D recess process, is employed, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The raised e-SiGe cavities are merged well between
fins and exhibit obvious < 111 >-oriented facet due to the
saturation characteristic of selective epitaxy growth (SEG)
process, as shown in Fig. 1(f). Note that, as the dominated
stressor, the Si0.5 Ge0.5 cavities are formed by the SEG process.
To reduce the S/D region resistance, the S/D region is heavily
doped with boron of 2 × 1020 cm−3 ; −1.5-nm overlap, defined
by the location with doped concentration of 1 × 1019 cm−3 ,

is set. The active fin and substrate are doped with arsenic
of 1 × 1015 and 2 × 1018 cm−3 , respectively. Consequently,
the doping profile below fin top is also shown in Fig. 1(b).
Finally, our geometrical FinFET structure is formed by the
middle of line (MOL), as shown in Fig. 1(a). In other words,
metal-related capacitances are not considered. The critical
dimension values are summarized in Table I.
Considering the nature of parasitic capacitance and its
coupled regions, in this article, we decompose the total
parasitic capacitance into eight capacitance components. The
capacitance components include the overlap capacitance Cov ,
the inner fringe capacitance Cif , the outer fringe capacitance
of epi extension region Cof_epi_ext , the outer fringe capacitance of gate-2-epi Cof_gate-2-epi , the parallel capacitance of
epi Cflat_gate-2-epi , the parallel capacitance of contact Cflat_PCCA ,
the capacitance of contact extension region Cof_PCCA_ext ,
and the capacitance of gate extension region Cof_gate_ext .
Because the structures of these capacitors are almost constructed by perpendicular planes, the perpendicular-plate
capacitor is modeled and verified. In [12], analytical and
accurate capacitance model of perpendicular plate has been
obtained by using electric field conformed mapping from the
initial Cartesian coordinate system into the elliptical coordinate system. The capacitance is modeled as follows:
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where x 1 , x 2 , y1 , and y2 define the structure of capacitor,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). L 2 is the minimum electrode length
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above, it can be expressed as follows with Depi ≥ Hfin by
setting (x 11 , x 12 , y11 , y12 ) = (tox , Wfin /2, max(0, −L ov ), L g ):
Cif = 4n × 2
× ln

ox Aov
(2)
tox
where 2 indicates two sides (S/D), n is the fin number, and
Aov is the overlap area per side for one fin, defined by
max(0, L ov ) × (2Hfin + Wfin ). Note that Cov is 0 if L ov is
negative, which means underlap.
Inner Fringe Capacitance Cif : Cif is formed by gate and
S/D region through gate oxide and channel, as shown in
Fig. 1(b) and (d). Here, the channel is acted as an insulator
due to low carrier concentration when the gate voltage is
0 V; in other words, the device is under depletion regime.
It is worth noting that Cif would decrease to almost zero as
gate voltage increases due to charge screen in the inversion or
accumulation regime [4]. Bias dependence of Cif is modeled
as a function of Vg in [4], considering the charge screen effect.
If Depi ≥ Hfin , the S/D region below active fin [as encircled
by black dotted line in Fig. 1(b)] is surrounded by highly
doped substrate, and it can be negligible due to the charge
screen effect. In other words, the inner capacitance is equal
to capacitance induced by the vertical S/D region interface
adjacent to active channel. By using the model mentioned
Cov = 2n

y11 + ηx 12 +



⎛

2
x 11
+ (ηx 12 )2 + 2y11 ηx 12

x 11 + y11

⎞


11 
ox Hfin ⎝ 2π x 12 ⎠ −0.6 xx11 −y
+y11 
11
ln 
+ 4n ×
e
π
x 2 + y2

Fig. 2.
(a) Capacitance of perpendicular-plane capacitor.
(b) Perpendicular-plane capacitor structure, the arrows of simulated
electric field are also shown. The dielectric is SiO¾ .

and defined as min(x 2 , y2 ). τ is fitting parameter and found to
be 4. The first item originates from conformal mapping area,
illustrated as the area II in Fig. 2(b). η is used to modify the
first item by fitting effective electrode length due to the region
left out in the model, illustrated as the area III in Fig. 2(b)
[12]. The second item results from fringing electric field area,
illustrated as the area I in Fig. 2(b) [12], [17]. Note that the
system reduces to a concentric circular system if x 1 = y1 and
x 2 = y2 , and the model simplifies to the equation given in [18]
and [19].
To verify the model, the perpendicular-plate capacitance
is simulated, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The simulated result
agrees well with the analytical model. Fig. 2(b) shows the
structure of perpendicular-plane capacitor. The arrows of simulated electric field are also shown and indicate the quantity
and direction of electric field. They reveal the nature of
the perpendicular-plane capacitor by decomposing the electric field area into three areas, as mentioned above. Then,
the eight capacitance components are modeled one by one as
follows.
Overlap Capacitance Cov : Cov is induced by the S/D region
overlap under the gate and can be estimated as parallel-plate
capacitor. Therefore, Cov can be given as follows:

eq Hfin
π

11

(3)

11

where 4n is the total number for n fins, L g is the gate length,
and eq is the effective permittivity for complex structure
by using a multilayer permittivity model in [13]. If Depi <
Hfin , the S/D region is surrounded by nondoped active fin,
and except for the vertical S/D interface, the horizontal S/D
interface [as encircled by black dotted line in the insert in
Fig. 1(b)] also induces inner fringe capacitance between sidewall of gate region and S/D region. However, different from
the vertical S/D interface, the horizontal S/D interface and
gate sidewall are not in the same plane. Thus, the capacitance
cannot be obtained by using the same method directly. In [13],
capacitance between electrodes that are not in the same plane
is evaluated by dividing the electrode into n slice to apply
conformal mapping on each one and finally summing up all
slice perpendicular capacitances. Therefore, the inner fringe
capacitance can be given with Depi < Hfin by using the same
method
Cif = 4n × 2
× ln
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π
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2
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i
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m

2

H2 (i ) =

2
+ tox

+ (tox + Pfin )2 − H1(i )

(5)

where the last item is capacitance between the horizontal S/D
interface and the gate sidewall. Note that the contribution of
last term is small. For instance, for Depi = 45 nm, the last
term in (4) is 2.55 aF, while the total Cif is 30.73 aF.
Outer Fringe Capacitance of S/D Extension Region
Cof_epi_ext : Cof_epi_ext is formed by gate and S/D region below
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the spacer through the spacer, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Similar
to Cif , by setting (x 21 , x 22 , y21 , y22 ) = (max(0, −L ov ), tspr −
max(0, −L ov ), tox , Hgate ), the capacitance Cof_epi_ext can be
obtained as
Cof_epi_ext = 2n × 2
× ln

eq Weff
π

y21 + ηx 22 +



⎛

2
x 21
+ (ηx 22 )2 + 2y21 ηx 22

x 21 + y21

⎞


21 
ox Weff ⎝ 2π x 22 ⎠ −0.6 xx21 −y
+y21 
21
ln 
+2n ×
(6)
e
π
x 2 + y2
21

21

where Weff is the effective width per fin per side and can be
defined as (2 × min(Depi , Hfin ) + Wfin ). Note that Cof_epi_ext is
linear to recess depth Depi when Depi ≤ Hfin while independent
on Depi if Depi > Hfin due to charge screen effect below
active fin.
Outer Fringe Capacitance of Gate-2-Epi Cof_gate-2-epi :
Cof_gate-2-epi is formed by gate and epi through interlayer
dielectric (ILD) oxide and spacer, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Similarly, it can be obtained by setting (x 31 , x 32 , y31 , y32 ) =
(tspr , tILD + L cont , 0, L gate_ext-2-epi )

2
ηx
+
x 31
+ (ηx 32 )2
32
eq Pepi
ln
Cof_gate-2-epi = 2 × 2
π
x 31
ox Pepi
2π x 32 −0.6
ln
+2×
(7)
e
π
x 31
where L gate_ext-2-epi is the gate extension length to epi and is
assumed to be larger than x 32 . Pepi is the perimeter around
e-SiGe cavity shape per side as a function of fin number and
is shown as black bold line in Fig. 1(f).
Parallel Capacitance of Gate-2-Epi Cflat_gate-2-epi :
Cflat_gate-2-epi is formed by the gate and S/D region through
the spacer, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Thus, it can be treated as a
parallel-plate capacitor as follows:
Cflat_gate-2-epi = 2

spr Aflat_epi
tspr

(8)

where 2 indicates two sides of gate and Aflat_epi is the effective
area of e-SiGe cavity sidewall per side for n fin. The effective
area is parallel to gate sidewall and clinging to spacer and
depends on fin number.
Parallel Capacitance of Gate-2-Contact Cflat_PCCA :
Cflat_PCCA is formed by gate and contact through the ILD
oxide and the spacer, as shown in Fig. 1(e). Therefore,
it similarly can be considered as a parallel-plate capacitor as
follows:
Cflat_PCCA = 2

eff Aflat_PCCA
tspr + tILD

(9)

where eff is the effective permittivity of multilayer between
contact and gate and Aflat_PCCA is the effective parallel area
and depends on fin number. eff can be expressed as follows:
eff =

ox spr tILD + tspr
.
ox tspr + spr tILD

(10)

Fringe Capacitance of Contact Extension Region
Cof_PCCA_ext : Cof_PCCA_ext is formed by gate and contact
extension with respect to gate through the ILD oxide and
the spacer, as shown in Fig. 1(b). It can be got by setting
(x 41 , x 42 , y41 , y42 ) = (tspr + tILD , L g , 0, Hcont − Hgate )

2
2
eq Wcont ηx 42 + x 41 + (ηx 42 )
ln
Cof_PCCA_ext = 2 × 2
π
x 41
spr Wcont
2π x 42 −0.6
ln
+2×
(11)
e
π
x 41
where Wcont and Hcont are the contact width and height,
respectively.
Fringe Capacitance of Gate Extension Region Cof_gate_ext :
Cof_gate_ext is formed by contact and gate extension region
with respect to contact through the ILD oxide and the spacer,
as shown in Fig. 1(e). Similarly, if we set (x 51 , x 52 , y51 , y52 ) =
(tspr + tILD , L cont , 0, L gate_ext ), Cof_gate_ext can be given as

2
ηx
+
x 51
+ (ηx 52 )2
52
eq Hg
ln
Cof_gate_ext = 4 × 2
π
x 51
spr Hg
2π x 52 −0.6
ln
+4×
(12)
e
π
x 51
where L gate_ext is the gate extension length to contact and
larger than x 52 . Note that the modeled parasitic capacitance
includes the parasitic capacitance of both gate-to-source and
gate-to-drain. Also, the parasitic capacitance of one side
(gate-to-source or gate-to-drain) can be obtained by the total
parasitic capacitance divided by 2. Finally, the total parasitic
capacitance is the sum of eight capacitance components mentioned above.
III. C APACITANCE AND E LECTRIC F IELD D ISTRIBUTION
In this section, the capacitance distribution is discussed.
Take a pMOS FinFET structure with two fins, defined in
Table I, as example, we calculate the eight capacitance components analytically. The capacitance percentage, which is
defined by percentage in total parasitic capacitance, is also
calculated to reveal capacitance distribution in total parasitic
capacitance. The capacitance percentage is understood well
by the following electric field distribution. From Table II,
it is clear that Cif , Cof_epi_ext , and Cflat_gate-2-epi are the top
three contributors of total parasitic capacitance and occupy
37.04%, 20.24%, and 16.44%, respectively. Cov is equal to
0 due to underlap condition (L ov = −1.5 nm). Conversely,
the three components (Cflat_PCCA , Cof_PCCA_ext , and Cof_gate_ext ),
related to contact, are less relatively contributed to total
parasitic capacitance. In other words, the S/D-related capacitances are much larger than contact-related capacitances, and
optimizing S/D region is more essential to reduce parasitic
capacitance.
To further have a deep insight on the nature of parasitic
capacitance and its distribution, the electrostatic field distribution is calculated by using Sentaurus TCAD, as shown
in Fig. 3. The electric field distribution with low voltage
reflects the induced charge distribution, that is, capacitance
distribution. To eliminate build-in electric field induced by
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TABLE II
C APACITANCE C OMPONENT AND P ERCENTAGE

Fig. 4. (a) Total parasitic capacitance as a function of Hspr . Inset:
cross section with Hspr = 2 nm and Hspr = 22 nm. (b) Cof_gate-2-epi and
Cflat_gate-2-epi as a function of Hspr .

IV. G EOMETRIC S CALING AND VALIDATION
In this section, the geometric dependence on capacitance is
performed. It is worth noting that the five parameters (spacer
height, spacer thickness S/D recess depth, e-SiGe cavity
overfill, and overlap), which are strong related to parasitic
capacitance and used widely as key monitor items in the
foundry, are selected. Besides, the total parasitic capacitance
is also simulated by the Sentaurus TCAD tool to verify our
model. The simulated total parasitic capacitance consists of
source-to-gate and drain-to-gate capacitance when Vgs is equal
to 0 V. The capacitance is extracted by a small-signal model.

Fig. 3. Electric field distribution on the plane. (a)–(d) Plane at 20 nm
below fin top, 20 nm above fin top, cross section between fins along the
fin direction, and cross section on fin along the fin direction, respectively.
Note that the simulation condition is Vd = Vs = 0 Vand Vg = 0.05 V,
and all subfigures share the same color bar [shown in the bottom right
of Fig. 2(d)]. The regions filled by yellow, gray, and green represent the
S/D region, contact, and gate regions, respectively.

carrier diffusion, the S/D region is replaced by contact as
ideal conductor and both substrate and channel are nondoped.
Fig. 3(a) shows the electric field map on the plane at 20 nm
below fin top, and the capacitance component notation is also
marked. It is obvious that large electric field is generated near
interface between the S/D region and spacer and channel and
gate oxide, resulting in large Cflat_gate-2-epi , Cif , and Cof_epi_ext ,
respectively, which matches the conclusion of top three capacitance contributors mentioned above. Compared with electric field characterized by Cflat_gate-2-epi , Cif , and Cof_epi_ext ,
the electric field near interface between S/D and ILD is weak,
which indicates that Cof_gate-2-epi is small. Fig. 3(b) shows the
electric field distribution on the plane at 20 nm above fin
top. From Fig. 3(b), weak electric field near the interface of
contact is observed. In other words, Cflat_PCCA and Cof_gate_ext
are small, which agrees well with Table II. Fig. 3(c) shows
the electric field distribution on cross section between fins
along the fin direction. From Fig. 3(c), large electric field is
generated near S/D region interface, while weak electric field
is induced near contact interface. In other words, Cflat_gate-2-epi
is much larger than Cflat_PCCA and Cof_PCCA_ext , as shown in
Table II. Similarly, the electric field distribution, related to Cif ,
Cof_epi_ext , Cflat_PCCA , and Co f _PCC A_ext , is shown in Fig. 3(d)
and also consists with Table II.

A. Spacer Height Hspr Scaling
During developing advanced technology node based on
FinFET, spacer height Hspr [shown in Fig. 1(f)] is important
parameter and needs to be optimized due to its effect on e-SiGe
cavity stress and capacitance. Hspr is the spacer height from the
e-SiGe cavity bottom to the spacer top, and the spacer height
confines vertically epi growth direction to affect the e-SiGe
cavity size. Note that we change Hspr only while keeping
other parameters, defined in Table I, unchanged. In particular,
the e-SiGe cavity size must be adjusted to guarantee that its
overfill is unchanged. Virtually, the engineer in foundry usually
would do lots of wafer split on Hspr to explore a good balance
on current (related to e-SiGe cavity stress) and parasitic
capacitance to obtain a small RC delay. Here, the spacer
height effect on parasitic capacitance is focused. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), the total parasitic capacitance is depicted as a
function of Hspr. It is obviously observed that the analytical
parasitic capacitance decreases linearly from 98.8 to 91.7 aF
as Hspr increases from 2 to 22 nm. The simulation result is also
given as the blue dots in Fig. 4(a). The simulated result agrees
well with our analytical model. To reveal further how Hspr
affects parasitic capacitance, the changed capacitance components are shown in Fig. 4(b). From Fig. 4(b), with the increase
in Hspr, Cflat_gate-2-epi decreases, however, Cof_gate-2-epi increases
slightly. From (8), the increasing e-SiGe cavity effective area
that is parallel to gate induces such trend. In other words,
Cflat_gate-2-epi dominates the total parasitic capacitance when
Hspr scaling.
B. Spacer Thickness tspr Scaling
Spacer plays a crucial role due to its influence on
e-SiGe stress and parasitic capacitance when defining
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Fig. 5. (a) Total parasitic capacitance as a function of spacer thickness
tspr . (b) Cof_gate-2-epi , Cflat_gate-2-epi , and Cof_epi_ext as a function of tspr .

Fig. 7.
(a) Total parasitic capacitance as a function of overfill.
(b) Cof_gate-2-epi , Cflat_gate-2-epi , and Cflat_PCCA as a function of overfill.

and Cof_epi_ext are sensitive, while Cof_gate-2-epi increases a little.
When Depi > Hfin (50 nm), only Cflat_gate-2-epi is the dominator
due to larger effective parallel epi area, while Cif and Cof_epi_ext
are nonsensitive due to the charge screen effect on S/D region
surrounded by highly doped substrate.

Fig. 6. (a) Total parasitic capacitance as a function of recess depth Depi .
(b) Cof_gate-2-epi , Cflat_gate-2-epi , Cof_epi_ext , and Cif as a function of Depi .

FinFET geometry. Lots of works on spacer have been done by
optimizing k value of spacer, such as air-gap spacer [6] and
dual-k spacer [5]. In this article, the spacer thickness effect on
parasitic capacitance is studied by both our analytical model
and the simulation, as shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that the total
capacitance is inversely proportional to spacer thickness, likely
as parallel-plate capacitor, and the analytical model can well
capture the spacer thickness behavior on capacitance characterized by simulation. To understand how spacer thickness affects
parasitic capacitance, we list changed capacitance components,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). From Fig. 5(b), as the spacer thickness
increases, Cflat_gate-2-epi is inversely proportional to it due to
increased tspr [see (8)], Cof_gate-2-epi decreases slightly due to
larger distance between epi sidewall and gate [see (7)], and
Cof_epi_ext [see (6)] increases due to larger extension area below
spacer. In other words, Cflat_gate-2-epi is the dominator when
optimizing spacer thickness.

C. S/D Recess Depth Scaling
S/D recess depth Depi is also a crucial item due to its
influence on both current and parasitic capacitance. Similar
to spacer height, here, we scale recess depth Depi only with
keeping other parameters unchanged. For instance, e-SiGe
cavity size needs to be adjusted to keep its overfill unchanged
as the recess depth changes. Fig. 6(a) shows the total parasitic capacitance as a function of recess depth Depi , including analytical model and simulation result. It is clear that
the total capacitance is almost proportional to recess depth.
To reveal further recess depth effect on parasitic capacitance,
the changed capacitance components are performed analytically, as shown in Fig. 6(b). From Fig. 6(b), as the recess
depth increases, when Depi < Hfin (50 nm), Cif , Cflat_gate-2-epi ,

D. E-SIGE Cavity Overfill Scaling
The e-SiGe cavity overfill Hepi [shown in Fig. 1(b)] is
an essential parameter to define stress, resulting in affecting
mobility and current. The parasitic capacitance is affected
simultaneously. In this article, the overfill effect on parasitic
capacitance is studied by both our analytical model and
simulation, as shown in Fig. 7. It is obviously observed that the
total capacitance is almost proportional to overfill Hepi, like the
parallel-plate capacitor, and the analytical model matches well
with simulation result. The total capacitance is decomposed
into changed components, as shown in Fig. 7(b). As overfill
increases, Cof_gate-2-epi and Cflat_gate-2-epi increase. Cflat_gate-2-epi
is more sensitive to Hepi , compared with Cof_gate-2-epi . On the
contrary, Cfalt_PCCA decreases due to smaller effective parallel
area. In other words, Cflat_gate-2-epi is the dominator when
optimizing Hepi.
E. Overlap Scaling
Overlap between epi region and gate defines device junction,
and thus, it is essential for device performance. Yoon et al.
[8] systematically studied a junction strategy at 7-nm node
by optimizing overlap to achieve low RC delay in terms
of resistance and capacitance. However, there is a lack of
analytical analysis. In this article, both our analytical model
and simulation are performed, as shown in Fig. 8. It is clear
that the total capacitance is almost proportional to overlap.
Similarly, to decouple such trend, the changed capacitance
components are listed in Fig. 8(b). From Fig. 8(b), when the
overlap is less than 0 nm, Cof_epi_ext and Cif increase as the
overlap is close to 0 nm due to decreased distance between
the S/D region and the gate. On the other hand, if L ov > 0,
Cof_epi_ext and Cif are nonsensitive, while only Cov acts as a
parallel-plate capacitor.
It is critical to study the parameter sensitivity to capacitance
when optimizing device RC performance as the tradeoff of
capacitance and current. Here, we rank the technological
parameter efficiency to reduce parasitic capacitances around
the point that is defined in Table III. It is obvious that overlap
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Fig. 8. (a) Total parasitic capacitance as a function of overlap. (b) Cov ,
Cof_epi_ext , and Cif as a function of overlap.
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